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Network Coding Scenarios
Most of our scenarios are focusing on cooperative wireless networking or wireless grids. In those scenarios mobile
devices need to establish a cooperative short range communication cluster to exchange data that they received
over centralized links with limited capacity.
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To understand the potential gain of network coding, we carried out a sophisticating channel and energy mea-
surement campaign on the Nokia N95 for 3G and WLAN technology, where the 3G technology is used to seed
packets into the cooperative cluster and WLAN to exchange those seeds among the cooperating mobile devices.
For the WLAN case we even looked into the multicast and unicast transmission options.
Campaign 1 Campaign 2 Energy Profiler
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Implementation of NC
Mobile resource constrained platforms e.g. mobile phones, sensors, etc. requires focus on:
• Computational power.
• Memory constraints.
• Energy consumption.
GF(2) on the CPU
• Faster arithmetics when the binary field GF(2) is
used.
• Progressive decoding distributes the computational
load
• Systematic codes reduce the necessary amount of
coding.
• Higher probability of linear dependency compared
to higher field sizes.
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Encoding pure
Decoding pure
Encoding systematic
Decoding systematic
Laptop: Intel Core2Duo 2.5 GHz, 2 GB RAM
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Mobile Phone: 332 MHz, 128 MB RAM
GF(28) on the GPU
• Programmable parallel processors with high computational capabilities.
• High coding throughput compared to similar implementations on the CPU.
GPU implementation GUI
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9600 GT encoding
9600 GT decoding
9200 GS encoding
9200 GS decoding
OpenGL implementation
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CUDA implementaiton
PictureViewer
• 802.11 b/g ad hoc broadcast
• Reliable single-hop multicast.
• Convey pictures from your mobile phone to several neighboring de-
vices.
• Network coding at the application layer.
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Pure coding
Systematic coding
Genetic Algorithms for NC
• Seeding strategies for combined cel-
lular and local networks
• Genetic algorithms trains the net-
work for good performance
• Outperforms a random approach
• Quickly finds a good solution, also in
a dynamic environment
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